CYAA Winter Series Race 3 May 26

May 29 2019

Post Race Notes
The call from Cam Smith on Manuka Rere says it all
At 12:33:17pm as she crossed the finish line, her call thanking the HBYC race committee for another great
Classic race said it all..
Analysis of the Boys in the Bureau pre race gale warning and strong wind warnings messages for Sunday
by the HBYC race officer Murray Judd, indicated a weather window that was in line with the Classic’s race
three start time.So out went the SMS the race is on. 14 starters were ready to go.
With the start all clear call from Murray Judd, Classic yacht racing was alive and well on Port Phillip.
Post race comments from skippers and crews indicated while they prepared to accept a postponed race call,
the news the race was on was met with cheers.
A note of the Classic’s appreciation of Murray Judds work to make Race 3 happen was sent to Ian Robinson
HBYC Race director. Thanks also go to Alistair Hart for his fast generation of the Race 3 results.
Results after 9.3 Nautical miles of race had 80% of the fleet finishing with 1.5 corrected time minutes. The
remaining 20% were not far
away in corrected time. Who
lost us that 22 seconds was a
subject of many post race
skippers and crew talk. Great
fun is our Classic Yacht
racing.
Congratulations to the RBYC
Classic Kingurra for first for
line and corrected time
placing. Kingurra is the Peter
Joubert classic that turned
over and came back up with
Classic’s Winter Series Race 3. Track of Marie Louise III

her rig up in the 1998
S2H race. The cruising
Kingurra leads the Race 3 fleet to the R4 mark
8 metre Marie Louis
III from RYCV came
home second. She
was two up. Your
Peter Costolloe was
the much lesser
half of this two up
crew. The
tumlaren Dingo
was third. This
was her first
time out after
a long time
make over. Dingo was helmed by
Ma r
the RMYS Club captain Monica
ie Lo
uise
Jones.
Another notable Race 3 performer was Merlin,
She’s slowly gathering performance steam
after a long term restoration. The Wooden
Boat Magazine is doing a feature article
on her restoration.
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Claims to the best start of the race
Zephyr and Fair Winds
Watching Kingurra clear out
from the fleet makes their
claim a question. Best
looking start was by
Merlin. Too bad no
photo's of Merlins
fine looking bow
throwing out water on her
way to giving Marie Louise III a hurry up.
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That’s all for the moment. Regards to all Peter Costolloe CYAA (Vic)
Peter costolloe CYAA (Vic) Handicapooper

Murray’s window

Fair Winds gives the Tumlaren Snow Goose a wide port call

